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ISAAC NEWTON USED AN APPLE TO DISCOVER GRAVITY. WE ALSO USE AN APPLE® FOR VERY DOWN-TO-EARTH REASONS.

D²P. It’s EAI’s Digitally Directed Parallel Processor—a colorful new dimension in dynamic systems simulation and data acquisition. Lower costs, higher speeds, greater efficiency in solving dynamic simulation problems.

D²P combines the EAI 2000 parallel processor with the digital direction of an economical, well-supported microcomputer, and brilliant color CRT displays. It’s an exponential advance that includes dual floppy disc memory, EAI D²P software routines and the ability for you to program in PASCAL, FORTH, BASIC or ASSEMBLER.

It can handle up to 26 differential equations simultaneously, with up to 64KB of microcomputer main memory plus 250KB or more in mass storage...to use for either D²P or digital processing applications. Because D²P has parallel processing speeds up to 15 MOPS, it can clean up a lot of problems.

Contact Bill Kaplan at 800-631-4198 or, in New Jersey, at 201-229-1100 for details on how our D²P can help your discovery process.